Abstract. Continuing earlier work of the first author with U. Berger, K. Miyamoto and H. Tsuiki, it is shown how a division algorithm for real numbers given as either a stream of signed digits or via Gray code can be extracted from an appropriate formal proof. The property of being a real number represented in either of these forms is formulated by means of coinductively defined predicates, and formal proofs involve coinduction. The proof assistant Minlog is used to generate the formal proofs and extract their computational content, both as Scheme and Haskell programs.
Introduction
Real numbers in the exact (as opposed to floating-point) sense can be given in different formats, for instance (i) as Cauchy sequences (of rationals, with Cauchy modulus), or else (ii) as infinite sequences ("streams") of signed digits {−1, 0, 1} or (iii) {−1, 1, ⊥} containing at most one copy of ⊥ (meaning undefinedness), so-called "Gray code" [5, 8] .
We are interested in formally verified algorithms on real numbers given as streams. To this end we consider formal existence proofs M and apply a proof theoretic method ("realizability") to extract their computational content. We switch between different representations of reals by labelling universal quantifiers on reals x as "non-computational" and then relativising x to a predicate co I coinductively defined in such a way that the computational content of x ∈ co I is a stream representing x. The desired algorithm is obtained as the extracted term et(M ) of the existence proof M , and the required verification is provided by a formal soundness proof of the realizability interpretation. The work reported in [6, 1] is extended in two directions.
(1) Instead of viewing the real numbers as abstractly given objects with all the necessary properties assumed as axioms we now use concrete real numbers (Cauchy sequences with moduli) and provide formal proofs in the style of constructive This project has received funding from the European Union's 2020 research and innovation programme under the Marie Sk lodowska-Curie grant agreement No 731143. The second author is a Marie Sk lodowska-Curie fellow of the Istituto Nazionale di Alta Matematica.
analysis [3] . The equality used in the clauses of coinductively defined predicates then is the defined equality on concrete reals. However, the choice of our model for the reals does not influence the extracted (stream based) algorithms, since quantifiers over real numbers are taken as non-computational. (2) Using ideas from [4] , we extract signed digit and Gray code based algorithms for division from a proof that the reals are closed under division.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall signed digit and Gray code representations of real numbers. Sections 3 and 4 deal with the average function for signed digit and Gray code resprectively, and Sections 5 and 6 do the same for division.
Acknowledgement. We would like to thank Hideki Tsuiki for providing some useful ideas incorporated in the present paper.
Stream representations of real numbers
For simplicity we work in the interval [−1, 1] . Reals of the form
with a i ∈ {−1, 1} are called dyadic rationals: 
Then we have 7 16 ∼ RRRL, 9 16 ∼ RLRL.
However, a problem with "productivity" remains: we cannot determine what the first digit of1111 . . . + 1111 . . . (or LRLL . . . + RRRL . . . ) should be. The cure is to add delay digits. For dyadic rationals we add the digit 0 and obtain signed digit code widely used in numerical computation:
with d i ∈ {−1, 0, 1}.
We have a lot of redundancy here: for instance11 and 01 both denote − 
After computation in pre-Gray code, one can remove Fin a by
If we now pass to infinite sequences, another source of non-uniqueness arises: RRRLLL . . . and RLRLLL . . . but also RUDDDD . . . all denote 1 2 . From these three infinite sequences we can safely remove the former two and only keep RUDDDD . . . to denote 1 2 . Then, generally, (i) U occurs in a context UDDDD . . . only, and (ii) such an occurrence of U appears exactly in the representation of dyadic rationals. In this way we obtain a unique representation of real numbers by infinite sequences (or streams), which we call pure Gray code.
Average for signed digit streams
We now tackle our goal to extract stream algorithms from proofs, and as an example consider a proof that the average of two real numbers in [−1, 1] is in [−1, 1] again. We first deal with the representation of reals as signed digit streams; in Section 4 we solve the corresponding problem for pre-Gray code. To start, we need to accomodate streams in our logical framework.
3.1. The predicates I and co I. We model infinite sequences of signed digits (or streams for short) as objects 1 in the (free) algebra I given by just one constructor C : S → I → I, where S := {SdR, SdM, SdL} is a formal representation of signed digits. Each such object can be decomposed into its head (an object in S) and tail (another stream). Intuitively, the stream
We inductively define a predicate I by the single clause
Here (and later) x ranges over real numbers and d over integers. Sd is a (formally inductive) predicate expressing that the integer d is a signed digit, i.e., |d| ≤ 1. We have chosen (1) rather than the simpler
since we want I to be compatible with the defined equality = on real numbers
x,y (x = y → x ∈ I → y ∈ I), which easily follows from (1) (with reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity of =). Using (3) we then obtain (2) from (1) as a lemma, called IClosure.
At this point the present paper deviates from [1] . In the latter work real numbers including their equality were viewed as given axiomatically. Desired well-known properties of reals were just taken as axioms, provided they have no computational content and hence do not influence the terms extracted from proofs. However, one also needs compatibilities like (3), which do have computational content (in fact, identities). -In the formalization the present paper is reporting on such axioms have been replaced by proofs. This required a full development of the number systems (unary and binary natural numbers, integers, rationals and reals). A real number x is taken as a pair ((a n ) n∈N , M ) with a n ∈ Q and M : Z + → N such that (a n ) n is a Cauchy sequence with modulus M , that is
,y deserves a special comment. It has the effect that the computational content of this formula is independent of d, x, y and hence in particular of the concrete representations of integers and real numbers in the underlying theory. Computational content only arises from inductive (and coinductive, see below) predicates, here Sd and I. Therefore the type of I's single clause is S → I → I, i.e., the type of I's constructor C.
Dually to I we coinductively define a predicate co I whose clause is
Here ∃ r d,x ′ ,y is an (inductively defined) version of the existential quantifier with the effect that again the computational content of the formula is independent of d, x ′ . Similar to what was done for I above we can simplify the original (automatically obtained) CoIClause (4) to Lemma 3.1 (CoIClosure).
Remark. The computational content of Lemma 3.1 is the destructor operator D I destructing a constructor-built argument d :: u into the pair d, u .
We also have an inverse of Lemma 3.1.
Remark. The computational content of Lemma 3.2 is the constructor C of I's (and co I's) algebra I.
More formally, both I and co I are defined as fixed points of an operator
satisfy the (strengthened) axioms
(they are called "strengthened" because their hypotheses are weaker than the fixed point property Φ(X) = X).
3.2.
Realizability, corecursion. The realizability extensions I r and ( co I) r are binary predicates on streams v of signed digits (coming from d ∈ Sd in the definition of Φ(X)) and real numbers x. Consider the operator
(the nc in ∃ nc indicates that neither the quantified variables nor the kernel has computational significance). Since Φ r (Y ) is strictly positive in Y , again our underlying theory provides us with binary predicates (or relations) I r and ( co I) r for the least and greatest fixed point of Φ r :
satisfying the (strengthened) axioms
The computational content (i.e., the realizer) of the coinduction axiom for co I is the corecursion operator co R τ I of type τ → (τ → S×(I+τ )) → I, where τ is the type of the "competitor" predicate X (the type S × (I + τ ) appears since I has the single constructor C of type S → I → I). The meaning of co R τ I is determined by the conversion rule
. We have used π 1 , π 2 for the projections of types ρ × σ → ρ and ρ × σ → σ, and the notation [ 
The conversion rule of the corecursion operator ensures that digits are generated one by one.
3.3. Informal proof. Consider the problem to compute the average of two real numbers coded by streams. To this end we will prove
and the computational content of this proof will be the desired algorithm. We give an informal proof, following [2] . Consider two sets of averages, the second one with a "carry" i ∈ Z
where Sd 2 is a (formally inductive) predicate expressing that the integer i is an extended signed digit, i.e., |i| ≤ 2.
Recall that co I is a fixed point of Φ. Hence co I ⊆ Φ( co I), which is Lemma 3.1 (CoIClosure). It suffices to show that Q satisfies CoIClosure
for then by the greatest-fixed-point axiom for co I we have Q ⊆ co I. Since we also have P ⊆ Q we then obtain P ⊆ co I, which is our claim.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 (CoIClosure) we can write x = x ′ +d 2 and y = y ′ +e 2 with d, e ∈ Sd and x ′ , y ′ ∈ co I. Then
Implicit algorithm. f init :
2 We use S2 := {RT, RR, MT, LT, LL} as a formal representation of the set Sd2 of
is not correct: we have d ∈ Z, but the constructor C has type S → I → I. First d has to be converted (by IntToSd) into an element of S := {SdR, SdM, SdL}. For readability such conversions are suppressed. However, they will show up in the extracted terms.
Lemma 3.4 (CoIAvcSatCoICl)
.
Since |d + e + 2i| ≤ 6 we can write d + e + 2i = j + 4k with |j| ≤ 2 and |k| ≤ 1. Therefore
Implicit algorithm. q :
where
By coinduction from Lemma 3.4 we obtain Lemma 3.5 (CoIAvcToCoI).
Proposition 3.6 (CoIAverage).
Proof. Immediate from Lemmata 3.3 and 3.5.
Implicit algorithm. Av : S 2 × I × I → I defined corecursively by
More precisely, q (from Lemma 3.3) computes the first "carry" i ∈ Sd 2 and the tails of the inputs. Then Av is called repeatedly, computing the average step by step. It is easy to see that for the first n digits in the Sdrepresentation of x+y 2 we need the first n + 1 digits in the Sd-representations of x and y.
Average for pre-Gray code
We now consider the problem to compute the average of two real numbers given in pre-Gray code. The method is essentially the same as for signed digit streams; we only need to insert a different computational content to the predicates expressing how a real x is given. Instead of co I for signed digit streams we now need two such predicates co G and co H, corresponding to the two "modes" we have in pre-Gray codes.
4.1. The predicates G, H and co G, co H. We model pre-Gray codes as objects in the (simultaneously defined free) algebras G and H given by the constructors Lr : B → G → G, U : H → G for G and Fin : B → G → H, D : H → H for H, with B = {tt, ff}. We write Lr 1 (p) for Lr(tt, p) and Lr −1 (p) for Lr(ff, p), and similarly for Fin. The predicates G, H and co G, co H are defined as fixed points of the operators
Psd is a (formally inductive) predicate expressing that the integer a is a proper signed digit, i.e., |a| = 1. We will only need the greatest fixed point
which is expressed by the (strengthened) simultaneous coinduction axiom
where inclusion ⊆ is meant component-wise.
Similarly to what was done for co I above we have compatibility of co G and co H with =, and can simplify the their clauses to Lemma 4.1 (CoGClosure, CoHClosure).
Remark. The computational content of Lemma 4.1 are the destructors D G and D H destructing a constructor-built object into its components.
We also have inverses of Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 4.2.
CoGLr :
Proof. By coinduction.
Remark. The computational content of Lemma 4.2 are the constructors Lr, U of G and Fin, D of H.
4.2.
Realizability. The realizability extensions ( co G) r and ( co H) r are binary predicates on cototal ideals p in G or q in H (respectively) and real numbers x. Consider the operators
(the nc in ∨ nc indicates that the disjunction has no computational content).
Since both Γ r (Z, W ) and ∆ r (Z, W ) are strictly positive in Z, W , our underlying theory provides us with a pair of binary predicates ( co G) r , ( co H) r for the greatest fixed point of (Γ r , ∆ r ):
satisfying the (strengthened) simultaneous coinduction axiom
where again inclusion ⊆ is meant component-wise.
Informal proof.
We now consider the problem to compute the average of two real numbers given in pre-Gray code. As a preparation we treat the unary minus function. Here we make use of the fact that our coinduction axioms are in strengthened form (that is 
The co G-clause applied to −x 1 ∈ co G gives us
In the first case we have x 2 ∈ co G and a with −x 1 = −a
2 . Then the left hand side of (6) holds for x 2 and −a (here we use that our coinduction axiom is in strengthened form). In the second case we have x 2 ∈ co H with −x 1 = x 2 2 . Then the right hand side of (6) holds for −x 2 . This finishes the proof of (i). The proof of (ii) is similar, and we omit it.
Using Lemma 4.3 we prove that co G and co H are in fact equivalent.
Lemma 4.4 (CoHToCoG, CoGToCoH).
The co H-clause applied to x 1 ∈ co H gives us
In the first case we have x 2 ∈ co G and a with x 1 = a
2 . Then the left hand side of (7) holds for −x 2 and a, using Lemma 4.3 and (again) that our coinduction axiom is in strengthened form. In the second case we have x 2 ∈ co H with x 1 = x 2 2 . Then the right hand side of (6) holds for x 2 . This finishes the proof of (i). The proof of (ii) is similar, and we omit it. Implicit algorithm. g : H → G and h : G → H:
where f − := cCoGUMinus (cL denotes the function extracted from the proof of a lemma L). Notice that no corecursive call is involved.
The proof of the existence of the average w.r.t. Gray-coded reals is similar to the proof in Section 3.3 of the existence of the average w.r.t. signed digit stream coded reals. It proceeds as follows. To prove
consider again two sets of averages, the second one with a "carry":
It suffices to show that Q satisfies CoGClosure in Lemma 4.1, for then by the greatest-fixed-point axiom for co G we have Q ⊆ co G. Since we also have P ⊆ Q we obtain P ⊆ co G, which is our claim. For P ⊆ Q -which is Lemma 4.6 (CoGAvToAvc) below -we need
Proof. By the definition of Psd, using Lemma 4.3 (CoGUMinus).
Lemma 4.6 (CoGAvToAvc).
Proof. Let x, y ∈ co G. By Lemma 4.1 (CoGClosure) there are two cases (Lr and U) for each of x, y. With CoHToCoG the argument is easy. 
Lemma 4.7 (CoGAvcSatCoICl).
Proof. Let x, y ∈ co G. Again by Lemma 4.1 (CoGClosure) there are two cases (Lr and U) for each of x, y. As in the proof of Lemma 3.4 we need the functions J, K defined there.
Implicit algorithm.
By coinduction from Lemma 4.7 we obtain Lemma 4.8 (CoGAvcToCoG).
Proof. We show Q ⊆ co G simultaneously with Q ⊆ co H. By coinduction it suffices to prove (i) Q ⊆ Γ( co G∪Q, co H ∪Q) and (ii) Q ⊆ ∆( co G∪Q, co H ∪Q).
Lemma 4.7 applied to z 1 ∈ Q gives us x 1 , y 1 ∈ co G and i 1 , d 1 such that
Case d 1 = 0. Go for the right hand side of (8) with z := (
Go for the left hand side of (8) with a := d 1 and
This finishes the proof of (i). The proof of (ii) is similar, and we omit it.
Implicit algorithm. In the proof we used the simple lemma
Here ∨ r is an (inductively defined) variant of ∨ where only the content of the right hand side is kept.
Proposition 4.9 (CoGAverage).
Proof. Compose Lemmata 4.6 and 4.8.
Division for signed digit streams
Next we consider a proof that [−1, 1] is closed under division, w.r.t. the representation of reals as signed digit streams. Using ideas from [4] , we will reduce this problem to the one for the average function. Correspondingly our treatment uses material from Section 3.
Clearly we need a restriction on the denominator y to stay in the interval [−1, 1], and in addition we must assume that y is strictly positive. We assume 2 where
Depending on what we know about x we choose one of these representations of x y to obtain its first digit. This will give us a corecursive definition of x y . Lemma 5.1 (CoINegToCoIPlusOne, CoIPosToCoIMinusOne).
Proof. We only consider the first claim; the second is proved similarly. The proof uses the introduction axiom for co I with the competitor predicate P := { x | ∃ r y∈ co I (y ≤ 0 ∧ x = y + 1) }. It suffices to prove the step formula
Let x, y be given with y ∈ co I, y ≤ 0 and x = y + 1. From y ∈ co I we know |y| ≤ 1 and with y ≤ 0 also |x| ≤ 1. We need d ∈ Sd and x ′ such that
Again from y ∈ co I we obtain e ∈ Sd and z ∈ co I with y = e+z 2 . We now distinguish cases on e ∈ Sd.
Case e = 1. Then 0 ≥ y = Here cCoIOne denotes the computational content of a lemma 1 ∈ co I, which is essentially an infinite list of the digit 1; we write it as 1. Recall the type of the corecursion operator for I co R τ I : τ → (τ → S × (I + τ )) → I. Its computation rule implies We now prove a lemma saying that co I is compatible with the defined equality on real numbers. This will implicitly be used frequently.
Lemma 5.2 (CoICompat).
Proof. We use the introduction axiom for co I with competitor predicate P := { y | ∃ r
x (x = y ∧ x ∈ co I) }. It suffices to prove the step formula
Let y and x be given with x = y and x ∈ co I. By the elimination axiom for co I we have d ∈ Sd and y ′ ∈ co I such that |y| ≤ 1 and y = d+y ′ 2 . Remark. As computational content of this proof Minlog gives or in a more standard notation λ u co R I I u(λ v π 1 (Dv), InLπ 2 (Dv) ) After one conversion step for corecursion and normalization the result is [u]C clft DesYprod u crht DesYprod u or λ u C(π 1 (Dv), π 2 (Dv)). For terms of the form d :: u this is the identity. Since we will apply this function to such terms only, we normally omit cCoICompat.
Proof. Let x ∈ co I be given. From the elimination axiom for co I we obtain d ∈ Sd and x ′ ∈ co I such that x = d+x ′ 2 . We distinguish cases on d ∈ Sd. where f and g are the functions from this remark.
Lemma 5.4 (CoIHalf, CoIUMinus).
Proof. Both claims follow easily from the introduction axiom for co I (CoIHalf is a special case of Lemma 3.2).
Remark. The extracted terms returned from Minlog are 
Proof. We only consider the first claim. Let x, y ∈ co I with the premises above be given. The proof then consists in applying first CoIUMinus and CoIHalf to y, then Av to x and −y 2 and finally CoIToCoIDouble twice. Remark. The formalized proof uses a lemma CoIToCoIQuad saying that with x also 4x is in co I; it is simply proved by applying CoIToCoIDouble twice, and its computational content is D • D. The terms extracted from the two proofs are
We can write these functions as AuxL, AuxR :
Lemma 5.6 (CoIDiv).
Proof. The proof uses the introduction axiom for co I with the competitor predicate P :
It suffices to prove the step formula
Let x, y, z be given with x, y ∈ co I, |x| ≤ y, . Hence we can apply Lemma 5.3 twice and obtain x ′ ∈ co I. The chain of inequalities also implies |x ′ | ≤ y and hence z ′ ∈ P . One can easily check that z = ]) The three occurrences of DesYprod correspond to the trifold application of co I − to x. The seven cases x = 1d 2 d 3x , x = 01d 3x , x = 001x, x = 000x, x =1d 2 d 3x , x = 01d 3x and x = 001x are clearly visible. In the first three cases SdR corresponds to picking d = 1 and usage of the AuxR function from Lemma 5.5, and similarly in the last three cases SdL corresponds to picking d = −1 and usage of AuxL. In the middle case SdM corresponds to d = 0; there we use the computational content of Lemma 5.3. We can describe the extracted term by a function Div : I → I → I corecursively defined by
We use this description of the extracted term to see how far we have to look into u and v to determine the first n entries of Div(u, v). To this end we write the above equation as Hence AuxR(u, v), AuxL(u, v) and G(u, v) all need at most the first n + 3 entries of u and n + 2 entries of v. Iterating the above equation for G gives for Div(u, v) the representation
Therefore the first n entries of Div(u, v) depend on at most the first 3n entries of u and the first 3n − 1 entries of v.
Division for pre-Gray code
Finally we consider a proof that [−1, 1] is closed under division, w.r.t. the representation of reals in pre-Gray code. We will make use of material from Section 4. The proofs proceed essentially as for the signed digit case. The main difference is that the simultaneous definition of G and H makes it necessary to use simultaneous coinduction.
Proof. We use the introduction axiom for co G, and simultaneously prove
w.r.t. competitor predicates
For the first part it suffices to prove the step formula
Let x, y be given with y ∈ co G, y ≤ 0 and x = y + 1 ∨ x = −(y + 1). We need to prove the conclusion D of the step formula. From y ∈ co G we obtain either (i) e ∈ Psd, z ∈ co G with y = −e z−1 2 or else (ii) z ∈ co H with y = z 2 . In case (i) we have |z| ≤ 1 since z ∈ co G. Distinguish cases on e ∈ Psd.
Case e = 1. Then 0 ≥ y = − 
with step types
The type B × (G + σ) + (H + τ ) appears since G has the two constructors Lr : B → G → G and U : H → G, and H has the two constructors Fin : B → G → H and D : H → H. Omitting the upper indices of co R the computation rules for the terms co R G sgh and co R H tgh imply
In the present case we have σ = G × B and τ = H × B. The two functions
Lemma 6.4 (CoGDivSatCoGClAuxR, CoGDivSatCoGClAuxL).
Proof. We only consider the first claim. Assume x, y ∈ co G satisfy the premises. The proof consists in applying first CoGUMinus and CoGHalf to y, then CoGAverage to x and −y 2 and finally CoGToCoGDouble twice. Remark. The formalized proof uses a lemma CoGToCoGQuad saying that with x also 4x is in co G; it is proved by applying CoGToCoGDouble twice. The terms extracted from the two proofs are
cCoGAverage ag(cCoGUMinus(cCoGCompat(cCoGU(cCoGToCoH ag0)))))
[ag,ag0]cCoGToCoGQuad(cCoGAverage ag(cCoGU(cCoGToCoH ag0))) We can write these functions as AuxL, AuxR :
To shorten the extracted term for CoGDiv we prove an auxiliary lemma.
Lemma 6.5 (CoGDivSatCoICl).
Lemma 6.6 (CoGDiv).
Proof. The proof is by coinduction. It makes use of the simple lemma SdDisj already needed in Lemma 4.8. The auxiliary Lemma 6.5 is used in both cases of the simultaneous coinduction; this was one reason to have it as a separate lemma.
Remark. Here the extracted term contains cCoGDivSatCoICl twice: 
Extracted terms in Haskell
With the command term-to-haskell-program we get a Haskell program from the Minlog implementation. In this section we discuss its structure and also some optimizations. For brevity we only do this for the signed digit case.
This Haskell file is divided into four parts: In the first part there are the definitions of the used data types. In our case the data types are Str, Sd, Rea, Nat, Pos and Sdtwo. In the second part the destructors and the corecursion operators of the defined algebras are introduced, if they are relevant for the subsequent functions. We need for our purpose the destructor and the corecursion operator of the algebra Str. They are denoted by strDestr and strCoRec. The third part consists of the computational content of all lemmas necessary for the main theorem. But the computational content of a lemma Lemma is only defined, if this lemma has been animated by the command animate in Minlog, before compiling the Haskell file. Otherwise it is only declared by its type and the line cLemma = undefined. The important lemmas for CoIDiv are CoIAverage, CoINegToCoIPlusOne, CoIPosToCoIMinusOne, CoIToCoIDouble, CoIUMinus, CoIHalf, CoIDivSatCoIClAuxR and CoIDivSatCoIClAuxL. There are some more lemmas in the Haskell file, but with trivial computational content only. An example is the lemma CoICompat, whose extracted term is just the identity. The computational content of the main theorems -in our case only the one theorem CoIDiv -is finally given in the fourth section.
We now have a running Haskell program. To increase its efficiency we have changed it as follows. The algebra Str is given by the constructor C and Sd is defined by data Sd = SdL | SdM | SdR. For example the output of cCoIOne is C SdR (C SdR (C SdR and so on. But we would like to have the more intuitive representation +1 +1 +1 and so on. Therefore we defined the algebra Str by Here the corecursion operator and destructor of Str is needed, which extends the running time. But from the remark after CoINegToCoIPlusOne we know that one can define the function cCoINegToCoIPlusOne easily by case distinction on the first digit of the argument. In this remark the function was denoted by f . In terms of the Haskell program code we define it by 
